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E•Ct7V SUMMA•.RY

The losses of U.S military combat aircraft in South-

east Asia and the losses of coirmarable aircraft in the Mideast

conflict pointed out many design deficiencies in our combat

aircraft. Since it was impractical to replace the existing

fleet of aircraft with those of better design, the Army, Navy,

and Air Force initiated massive programs to correct the defi-

ciencies. In the Army this effort resulted in a proliferation

of modifications which- ranged from simple airfrarne cha-nges to

complex electronic countermeasures. To provide centralized

managemnent of the research and development, procurement, and

"{deployment, it was necessar-y. to establish an Aircraft Surviva-
I

Sbility Equipment Product Ml anage rent Office in the U .S . Arsmy

SAviation Systems Command. Increased demands and increased re-

sponsibility resulted in the upgrading of this office to the

"I status of Project Management. The centralized management in-

posed by this office is the topic of discussion in this report.

The importance of a strong Project Manager's Charter, and clear

I policies and regulations, which emphasis authority and respon-

sibility is also stressed. While the PI-O cited in this report

manages a large number of relatively small projects, it

illustrates that the application of skills and the development

of documentation is not unlike those used and developed for a

single large program.
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SECTION I

' • 
Introdt uction

The Vietnam conflict was a costly encounter for U.S.

4 k Army Aviation units. The U.S. Army lost many aircraft and

crews before it was realized that many of its aircraft had been

designed and produced to specifications which failed to give

proper emphasis to survivability in. a hostile environment.

Losses causeS by these encounters vere costly in personnel,

material and, of course, had a degrading effect on operational

capabilities. The most disturbing factor was that most of the

Scomb 
at losses were fro ' small ar m fire rather than the more

sophisticated threats exr._ected in a European confrontation.

If the Army's aircraft could not survive a small arms threat

in a lim.ited conflict, how could they survive the threat posed

by the Soviet block countries?

Early attempts to improve aircraft survivability were

crude, but effective against the small arms threat. They in-

cluded such things as flak curtains axound critical components

and simply flying about the ran~c4 of small arms. Then in the

late sixties, North Vietnam. introduced a small, man-portable,

shoulder fired, heat seeking missile, to the battlefield. Now,

the Arm! aviation units had a "new ball gamer. The Army ni-

tiated a crash program to develop a counter to the new threat.

S..
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The result was "add-on" kits which hid the hot exhaust pipe of

the aircraft's engine from the heat seeking missile.

Almost simultaneously -ith the introduction of the heat

seeking missile was the introduction of a mobile radar directed

anti-aircraft gun. The Army's low, slow flying aircraft made

SI easy targets for this new threat. Acain, another crash pro-

gram and another "quick-fix". By this tintc, there was a pro-

liferation of add-on kits of every kind, and a multitude of

small research and eevelopment projects being conducted in

various Army laboratories throughout the United States to im-

J} -oprove the survivability of Army; aircraft. These efforts began

the evolution of aircraft survivability as a design discipline

in the U.S. Army. The Army laboratories did their jobs well.

In fact, so well, that it became nccessary to establish a

separate office to manage their activities.

In April 1973, the Ccmmanding General, Army Materiel

* Command approved a charter for the Product Manager, Aircraft

Survivability Equipment. The mission of the Product M1anager

was to manage the development, procurement, and deployment of

the Army's aircraft survivability equipment.

In January 1976, this position was elevated to Project

Manager by order of the Secretary of the Army. A copy of the

Project Manager's charter is presented as Appendix A.

2 .
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The purpose of this report is to provide the reader

with an understanding of the nanagenment policies, regulations,

and concepts emloyed b, the V.S. Arryi during the developnment

of its aircraft survivability related equipment.

* Section II of this report addresses authority, missions,

policies, and regulations of the various organizations through-

out the Army relating to their roles in the centralized manage-

- ment concept. Section III addresses project selection, fulding,

procurement, deployment actions, PMO manning, and Tri-service

interface. Discussions addressing PMO manpower levels are

limited to resources currently available-- not a desired nix.

Before continuing with the discussion on management of

the Army's aircraft survivability equipment, the following

definitions are provided to establish an understanding of air-

craft survivability:
3

SURVIVABILITY - The capability of. an aircraft to avoid and/or

withstand a man-made hostile environment without sustaining an

Simpairment of its ability to accomplish its designated mission.

(?

These definitions are from JTCG/AS Report Number JTCG/

AS-74-D-002, 'Proposed MIL-STD-XXX, Aircraft Nonnuclear Sur-

vivability/Vulnerability. Terms" .

3



I

VULNEPJ4BILITY - The characteristics of a system that cause it

to suffer a finite level of degradation in performing its

mission as a result of having been subjected to a certain level

of threat mechanism in a man-made hostile environ•ment.

Z_ THREATS - Those elements of a man-made environment designed to

reduce the ability of an aircraft to perform necessary functions

by inflicting damaging effects, forcing undesirable maneuvers

or degrading systems effectiveness.

:TREAT !-CXh. - Mechanis:.a embodied in or employed as a

threat, which are designed to damage (i.e. to degrade the func-
tioning of or to destroy' zn aircraft component or the aircraft

I _itself.
a

* SURVIVABILITY ENHANCEM-ENT - The use of any tactic, technique

j or survivability equipment, or combination of techniques that

increases the probability of survival of an aircraft when ope-

"rating in a man-made hostile environment.

PASSIVE COUNTERMEASURES - Tbose techniques related to reduction

of detection which differ from active countermeasures in the

sense that no counter-electro-magnetic spectrum is generated

for defense.

VULNERABILITY REDUCTION - Any technique that enhances the air-

craft design in a manner that reduces the aircraft's suscepti-

"bility to damage when subjected to threat mechanisms.

4
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II

dFAPDENIN'-G - That type of vulnerability reduction effected by

interposing les- essential components between critical compo-

nents and the damage mechanism, by eliminating critical com-

As ponents, or by the use of materials having improved character-

istics.

-I THREAT NECATION - To render a threat ineffective through the

IL use of countermeasures, tactics, or suppressive fire.
ci'

"SURVIVABILITY ENH.NCE-.CNT TRD=-OrF.q - The process of examining

f •and quantifying both the survival benefits anad the penalties

associated with alternative survivability enthancerent tech-

niques of aircraft and subsystems. 71e objective of this

-trade-off process is to derive the insights necessary to select

. the optiimlal configuration and utilization for defined mission

SUSCEPTIBILITY - The combined characteristics of all the fac-

"tors that determine thn pzobabilit't of hit on an aircraft

component, subsystem,, or system by a given threat mechanism.

AIRCRAFT PR.BABILITY OF SURVIVAL - The probability that an

i r aircraft will survive a defined 4amage level in specified

threat engagements.

AIRCRAFT PROBABILITY or KILL - The probability that an aircraft

3 will not survive a defined level in specified threat engagements.

XS
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AIRCRAFT SURVIVAZILITY ASSESSIENT - Systcmatic description,

delineation, quaitificaticns. and statistical characterization

of the survivability of an aircraft in encounters with hostile

- • defenses.

MAIRCrAFT VULNERABILITY PSqSESSZ-IENiT - Systematic description,

delineation, and quantification of the vulnerability of an

"aircraft when subjected by threat mechanisms.

47
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SECTION II

U.S. Army Survivability Policies,

"Regulations, and Responsibilities

U U.S. ARMY DEVEOPE.7.T AD READIN-ESS COILAND (DARCOM) -

4 • Regulation 70-3, "Survivability," 17 February 1976, prescribes

policy, responsibilities, and procedures for imnproving the

survivability of DARCOM items and systems. The objective of

I the DARCOMI Survivability Program is to:

1. Allow forces to avoid detection, acquisition, and

attacks by hostile forces during all phases of

"combat operations.

2. Permit absorption of unavoidable attacks with a

minimum loss of human resources while maintaining

sufficient corbat power and efficiency to insure

continued participation in combat.

3. Facilitate rapid battlefield recovery and recu-

peration with assets and skills available in the

fordard areas and co.non to organizational and

direct support vaintenance units.

4. Enhance the repair of low density-high cost or

high density itemzs in theaters of operation.

47



X X

The Deputy Commanding General for Materiel Development

• .(DCG) h-as primary responsibility for suirvivability within

"DARCOM. Tae U.S. Ax-my Matexiel Systems Analysis Activity

(ANSAA), Aberdeen Proving Grcund, M~aryland, is desigaated as

the Lead Activity within DARCOM. In this role the Director,

AMSAA, is to:

ir•1. Provide the central exvertise for directing the

.t. DARCOM survivability program and for issuing

guidance. In this regard, he will maintain, im-

prove, and disseminate methodologies needed to

carry out survivability studies (including

methodologies developed in Joint Service progrars),

and to insure that data having application to a

"number of coimrdity classes are exchanged within

the DARCOM community.

2. Review Letters of Agreement (LOLs), Required

"Operational Characteristics MROCs), Development

Plans (DPs) and when requested, Engineering

Change Proposals and Product Improvement Proposals

(PIPs) for DARCCM's major and designated non-major

systems to determine that survivability aspects

axe quantified, if possible, in these documents.

F3rther, he will insure that survivability is

balanced properly in trade-off studies, and that

8
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adequate baseline data are obtained in test pro-

gramis to permit assessing survivability aspects

-n a total evaluation of major and non-major

system•.

* 3. Develop and maintain the capability to perform
independent studies of survivability concepts and

options, as requested or as associated with the
-1

AMSAA mission for low cost, quick response solu-

tions, and assist, through coordination and joint

studies, in developing a similar capability at

each develon-ent center.

S4. Continually assess t.e survivability efforts of

DARCOIM, and periodically make recommendations to

the DCGM on areas needing increased emphasis

and allocation of funds.

5. Through coordination with TRADOC, identify tacti-

cal variations in deployment and use of materiel,

evaluate potential survivability improvements in

fielded and developmental materiel, and quantify

the survivability benefits when possible.

Commanders of Research and Development Commands, Mate-

riel Readiness Commands and Project/Product Managers responsi-

bilities are defined as follows:

0),



1-. Include appropriate survivability requirements

"in each LOA, ROC, DP, development contract, and

"PIP.

"2. Develop and maintain a capability to conduct

feasibility studies and experiments of potential

A survivability modifications to fielded materiel,

as well as materiel undergoing development.

(Note: This applies only to the cormmand or cen-

ter, not norm allv to a P14.)

3. Determine the impact of proposed engineering

changes (to enhance survivability) on program

costs, unit prcduction cost, reliability, schedules,

performance, producibility, technical risk, and

* maintainability. The purpose of these assess-

ments is to insure that survivability improvement

is accomplished without an inordinate impact on

"1 other essential characteristics, or program cost

and schedules.

4. Include survivability testing and evaluation in

the developmental test process.

5. Inform the Director, AMSAA of any specific sur-

vivability progress procedures, or solutions,

"which have broader application to DARCOM materiel.

10
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6. Inform the Director, ASAA of any potential sur-

vivabilitv im"Drovements which involve TPR'GC re-

r 5Dc-;pIsitilities for dcctrine, tactics, an: traininc.

"There are several other DARCOM organizations with

assigned collateral survivability responsibilities which will

* continue to be responsible for particular areas. The major

organizationa are:

1. PMI, Aircraft Survivability Equipment (AVSCO.M).

2. The Vulnerability Assessment Teams in the several

research and dovelovn.nt co_-iands.

* 3. Ballistic Research Laboratory-Nonnuclear Vul-

i nerability.

4. Mlobility Equipment Research and Development Con-

imand-Cazrouflage and Countermine.

S5. Harry Diamond Laboratory-Nuclear Vulnerability.

6. U.S. A-rm Eiectrcnics Command-Electronic .Warfare.

OTHER A•FY SURVIVABILITY PZECULATIONS - AYPC Regulation

70-53, "Nonnuclear Vulnerability and Vulnerability Reduction,r

16 June 1971, set forth thc policies and responsibilities for

the development, integration and application of nonnuclear

Svulnerability and vulnerability reduction efforts within the

i m 1 i ll II I . ... ' . . ..



U.S. Army Development and Research Cor..mand (DARCOM) and is

still in effect.

AVSCOIM Regulation 70-C, "Vulnerability A.nalysis and

Investigations," 12 November 1975, is primarily concerned u-ith

procedures for conducting vulnerability analyses on aircraft.

PROJECT MANAGER FOR AIRCRAFT SURVIVABILITY EQUIP'-E•.- -

DARCOM has a designated Project Manager for Aircraft Surviv-

S* ability Equipment (ASE), located at the U.S. Army Aviation

Systems Command (AVSCO*.). The current Project 7Manager Charter

was approved by the Secretary of the Army on 8 January 1976.

The mission is as follows:

SI The Project Manager is responsible for the project

management of Aircraft Survivability Equipment, consisting of

I protection against infra-red, radar, and optically guided
I
I and/or directed weapons systems, in accordance with DoD Direc-

I tive 5000.1, AR 1000.1, AR 70-17, AMCR 11-16, and other per-

I tinent regulations. Program objectives are to provide: self

protection for the current Army aircraft ileet on the modern

battlefield; contigency protection equipment and plans as re-

quired; vulnerability analysis and development of survivability

techniques and equipment for aircraft Project, Product and

Weapon System .Managers; and a viable technical data base within

"DARCOM to interface with future aircraft development programs.

J 12
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The ASE Project 7'anager is responsible for the cen-

tralized nanagzement of TAircraft Survivability within the Army.

-: The responsibilities of participating Army organizations

in supporting the ASE Project Manager are as follows:

1. U.S. Army Aviation Systems Cormand:

Provide administrative, ADP, cost analysis, logis-

tical, procurement, maintenance, produce assurance,

distribution, engineering, and research and deve-4
loDmrent support for the Project Manager as pre-

scribed by DAARCO!- and AVSCO14 regulations.

i 2. U.S. Army Training and Doctrine Cormand:

S4 a. Participate in: program reviews; preparation,

* revision, and update of development plan;

development of training requirements; Require-

ments Control Boards; development of training

device requirements; operational tests;

guidance regarding changes to materiel develop-

ment trade-offs; and request for proposal

(RFP) reviews involving advanced development

(AD), engineering development (ED), and pro-

ducibility, engineering and planning (PEP)

contracts.

j 13
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b. Develop: 6eplevn'ent doctrine, employient

concepts, Fiel. "a-nuals (FM), Basis of Issue

i! (BOI), Cost and Operational Effectiveness

Analysis (COEA), and Tables of Organization

* - and Equipnent (TOE).

Sc. Perform operator and maintenance personnel

training.

3. U.S. Army Electronics Command:

Provide support in all functional areas in accord-

ance With provisicns of the Joint Responsibility

Aareerent bet:ween the Project Manager ASE and

USA ECOM.

4. U.S. Army Missile Command:

Provide required ASE functional support in accord-

ance with DA and DARCOM regulatios-s, policies, and

procedures.

5. U.S. Army Armarent Command:

Design, fabrication, evaluation, and delivery of

associated ASE devices as required, and develop-

ment, system integration, acquisition, product

assurance, and support for ASE as required.

- .A
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6. U.S. Army Test and Evaluation Command:

Conduct covcrnrental development tests deemed

necessary hy the Project Manager, provide tech-

"nical evaluation of all development tests, pre-

e :- pare detailed test plans as required, and assist

and advise in preparation of development test re-

quirements, methods and procedures for other than

* governmental testing.

7. DARCOM Laboratories, Agencies and Subordinate

Activities:

"Provide sunport within assigned mission areas as

required by DARCO'-, regulations.

8. U.S. Areml Operational Test and Evaluation Agency:

Program and conduct operational test and evalua-

tion of assigned project systems.

9. U.S. Army Logistics Evaluation Agency:

Participate in review of RDTE efforts for logis-

tical implications and the adequacy of integrated

logistic support planning.

10. U.S. Army Materiel Systems Analysis Activity:

a. Prepare the Independent Evaluation Plan,

design the necessary development tests,

15i
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participate in the Test Integration Working

Group (TIIW.G) and conduct independent evalua--

tions in accordance with the Single Integrated

Develonzent Test Policy.

b. Conduct sifeapOn systems effectiveness studies

and trade-off analysis as tasked by the

Project Manager through Director of Plans and

Analysis, ileadquart-ers, DMCo:

*11. Central DA T: Ac t i 7i;:

LSurzort tlie Project Mlanager to assure the cco-pa-

tibiityof test, zeasurenent, and diacncst-ic

cry:z~ n+-~ 17:- 7-) -ýevelonmant wi..'" ýe Da

manacennent, procrar- anr- concur in tileC Pr ocure:.-.-Z:

f ~and development of TIMDE (AR 750-43).

12. U.S. Army Agency for Aviation Safety:

Ensur~e that adequate consideration is given safetyf throughout the life cycle of aviation surviva-

bility equipment.

-13. Project Manager Training Devices:

Support for design, development and fabrication

of ASE training aids and devices as required.

16



14. Aircraft Project/Product Managers:

Assist in developing survivability techniques

and equipments.

2
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SECTION III

Analysis or Project :-'anpcer.cnt

DETERMINING ASE PEQUIREI!.EIT - The Aircraft Survivability Equip-

"ment Project Management Office (ASE PMO) utilizes a systems4
approach to determine the ASE requirements for U.S. Army air-

- : craft. This approach is illustrated in Figure 1. It consists

Sof a series of interrelated computer aided analyses jointly

implemented and supported by Training and Doctrine Command

(TRADOC) and DARCOIM agencies. Blocks 1, 2, and 3 are imouts

to the survivability, penalty, cost and RJA'4 assessments (block

4). The aircraft mission profiles (developed in block 1 by

each of the aircraft proponent schools within TRADOC) are corn-

bined with threat intelligence data and established air defense

target arrays to provide detailed threat operational situations

(block 2) which form the basis for the survivability analysis.

The mission profiles also establish the aircraft mission per-

formance parameters (endurance, altitude, speed aircraft con-

figuration, etc.) which are utilized in the penalty assessment

•- to determine the impact of ASE penalty on each aircraft mis-

sion. Each candidate ASE (block 3) and all appropriate

cor.binations of ASE are evaluated in block 4 to determine the

reduction in attrition benefit provided the aircraft, the per-

formance penalty to the aircraft, the unit fly-away cost of the

,i i s
181
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A;SE, and the .RM1 parareters for the ASE. In block 5 (Yradc-

.. Off) penalty effectivcr:ess cost effectiveness are evaluated

and tl.e r:ost Denalt,- and ccst effectivcE combinations of ASE are

identified. The results of the trade-off are imputed to block

6, Technical Assessment, where additional decision factors are

4considered; these include developmental risk, availability
dates, modularity, maintenance and logistics. By considering

the results from all previous steps (for iteration through the

analysis for each theater-mission assumption) the baseline

system fcr each aircraft is identific-d (block 7) and the essen-

tial characteristic of that system are established (block 81.

FULFILLING Th"E PMQUIPEN-ENTS - The ASE "':. is currenrtly managing

* 76 projects designed to enhance the survivability capabilities

of U.S. Army aircraft. Each of these projects require a sepa-

rate management effort to assure an orderly progression

through its life cyIcle. Many of the items carry an urgent

priority for worldwide applicatic-. and recently foreign govern-

ments have expressed a desire to purchase selected items

through Foreign Military Sales. To assist !-.e P24 in the re-

search and development efforts of these projects, the PH has

been author-ized by his charter to draw on the resources of all

U.S. -Amy Laboratories.

I%
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At F•NDI.G - It is interesting to note that none of the 76 pro-

jects being managed by the P'" neet the prerequisites for DSAFC

review.. Approval for all acquisition of ASE has been attained

through In-Process Reviei:s chaired by the materiel developme.nt
4

agency, DARCOM. And, as a result, funding approval for equip-

ment R&D and acquisition is at the Service Secretary level as

"opposed to the OSD level.

EQUIPme1T DMETLOP..,-T - The U.S. Army relies heavily on its

laboratories for the -development of its ASE equipment. In fact,

the development of the ASE equipment by the laboratories is in

most cases ready for full-scale development before it ever

leaves the laboratory. Approximately 95% of the equipment

currently in use by the Army was developed and prototyped in

an Army laboratory and then turned over to a contractor for re-

finement and production. The remaining equipments were either

modifications of Air Force and Navy equipment or unsolicited

I proposals by airframe manufacturers. The ROC's for new air-

I craft acquisitions have specified the requirements for aircraft

survivability features. 'The VTTAS and AWH helicopters are the

first Army helicopters to have aircraft survivability require-

ments written into the systems specification.

PROCMMEMMN MND DEPLOYMN'T - As indicated by the PM's Charter,I he also has the responsibility for systems procurement and

deployment. Procurement of ASE differs in no way from the
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procurement of any other system. Deployment, on the other

hand, is acconplished in one of three wa-!s:

1. Installation of new equipment while aircraft are

- processed thru normal overhaul cycles.

2. Installation bv trained contact teams traveling

from unit to unit.

3. Installation by organic unit maintenance personnel.

- During the deployment/installation of a suit of ASE,

it is not uncozmon to see all three met!iods.

PPRJECT MANAGE•E• T ORGA2•IZATION - An analysis of ASE project

management would be incomplete without a look at the organiza-

tion. The organization of the P!.O is presented in Figure 2.

As can be seen the organization is structured as most techni-

cally oriented P.0's. The PY.O is manned as follows:

W&NAGEILMNT AREA PERSOINEL ASSINED

Technical Management 15

Configuration Management 1

Logistics Management 6

Product Assurance Management 3

Test Management 5

"Program M-anagement 9

Procurement & Production Mgt. 3

TOTALS 42
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As was faentihoved earlier ih the fepokL, tJe Pl0- 3-

mana•Tnq 76 separate projects. This equates to .55 personnel

per p-roject. While it is intuitively obvious the one-half

person per project is inadequate, an objective analysis of the

manpower requirements is beyond the scope of this report. A

detailed analysis has been prepared by the Stanford Research

Institute and may be obtained from the P-E ASE, U.S. Army

Aviation Systems Command, St. Louis, NO. 631-6.

NIB~FAC ITH AIR FORCE AND NAVY PROG-RAMS - The Southeast

Asia Conflict caused all three Services to sit back and re-

evaluate the aircraft survivability programs. it also became

a natter of grave concern to OSD. in September 1968, increas-

ing concern over the unexpectedly n-unerous aircraft combat

losses in the Southeast Asia Conflict caused the Director of

Defense Research and Engineering, Dr. Foster, to establish a

focal point in his office for aircraft survivability matters.

I'This office approved and provided funding for many projects

that were instituted by the individual Services to find ways

to enhance the survivability of the weapons systems that were

Semployed in combat. Most of these projects were oriented to

individual weapons systems and were conducted on a 'crash'

basis. 0ccaus-e of the uraency of the situation, only very

limited efforts were made to ensure that the technology deve-

loped to reduce the vulnerability of one weapons system was

made available in generic form to managers responsible for

A 7A
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other systems or to the developers of new systems. As the

conflict continued and total aircraf-t losses app-roached 5,000,

"MGEN Kuche.an, IYS/R&D of the Air Staff, initiated a re~u•3t

- - to the Joint Loc~i.tics Col'.anders t-hat a Joint Technical Coor-

dinating Group for Nonnuclear Survivability be formed. The

proposed joint group -ould serve to bring the best engineering

talent in all of the Armed Services to bear on critical air-

craft survivability problers; could serve as a repository for

state-of-the-art tec.hnology developed to enhance the surviva-

bility of individudl weapons systems; and would be a mnechanisr.

to promote the exchange of this technology between the Services

and industiy. MGEN Kucheman's request was approved by the

Joint Logistics Co.-mianders and on 25 June 197] the Charter for

the Joint Technical Coordinating Group on Aircraft Survivabi-

lity (JTCG/AS) was signed. The purpose of the JTCG/AS as

stated in the Charter is to: (a) implement interservice

"efforts to reduce the vulnerability of aeronautical syste&ms

in a nonnuclear threat environment, (b) coordinate research

and advanced development efforts which contribute to the reduc-

tion of aeronautical systems 7ulnerability, and (c) maintain

close liaison with service levels to ensure that all surviva-

bility research and development data a-d systems criteria are

made available to the developers of new aircraft. The Study

Plan which established the mrthod of operation, organization

and tasking of the JTCG/AS was approved by the Joint Secre-

tariat on I November 1971. Organizational efforts were begun_

i lI25
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irxr.ediately and the tasks in the Study Plan were translated

into work projects tc he eer crr.ed by tlh rerbers of JTCG/AS

subgroups in their parent organizations' facilities. To aie

in overcorinq sore of the start-up problers of a complex multi-

"disciplinary multi-service program, GEN Starbird, .sho as DDR&E

Deputy Director for Test and Evaluation had become the focal

point for aircraft survivability matters, provided funding for

the initial three years of the joint aircraft survivability

program. The first three year program, titled the Test and

Evaluation, Aircraft Survivability (TEAS) programe, was preparee

' t by the JTCG/AS and staffed through the Army, Navy and Air Fcrce

Laboratories to ensure that it avoided duplicaticn of any of

the ongoing R&D work and that it addressed legitimate voids in

technoloTy end analysis and assessment capabilities. The

"Joint Logistics Cormanders approved the plan. and the funding

arrangement and in January 1973 funds were received to begin

work. A total of $10.OM was provided by DET&E for the FY-73

"thru FY-75 programs. A sizeable contribution in the form of

managac.-ent and engineering personnel and use of R&D facilities

was made by the Joint Logistics Coramanders in support of the

TEAS program and a ful)U-time four rian staff comprised of one

0-5 level officer from each of the participating cozm-.ands was

formed to manage the program and effect the necessary coordi-

nation between the commands. Based upon the acconplishments

of the initial three year pregram and the recognized need for

26
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Scontinued development of the aircraft survivability technology

base acainst an ex:-:panding array of threat weapons, the Joint

Logistics Conu=nanders, in March of 1974, agreed to establish

program elements in each Service to continue financing of the

"- joint aircraft survivability program in the FY-76 thru FY-80

period. The initial three year program demonstrated conclu-

I sively that the JTCG/AS was an effective mechanism for avoiding

duplicative R&D efforts between the commands and for identi-

fying and applying the best talent available to those techno-

logy voids that were of high interest to all of the co-nands.

Thus, the JTCC-/AS program has become the primary interface be-

teen the Army and the other Services.

*27
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SECTION IV

SUM.,n arv

Project management of Arrny aircraft survivability

equipment is a formidable task. The management of 76 separate

projects, by one project management office, must certainly be

the exception rather than the rule. The Project Manager's

Charter plays a vital part in the successful management reel-

ized by this P'O, and underscores its importance to the in-

4 fluence exerted by the PM. Another key elernent in the success

of this P2=1O is the complete cooperation of the Service labora-

tories under the influence of the PM. Without it, the success-

ful management of such. a multitude of projects would be

impossible with the limited staff available to the Project

"Manager. It also points out the inportance of thorough and

detailed planning. This is an exam.ple of a "real world" situ-

ation-- limited manpower resources, limited funding, detailed

planning and analysis, maximum degree of coordination, and

maximum utilization of supporting agencies.
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PROJECT HANAGER CHARTER

AIRCRAFT SURVIVABILITY EQUIP,%frT

I. DESIGNATION OFPROJECr M'WAGER

* Colonel Jack L. Keaton is designated Department of the Army
Project Manager for Aircraft Survivability Equipment (ASE) effective

* this date. Colonel Keaton assi-ed project responsibility as Product
"Manager, ASE, on 12 August 1974. The Project Manager reports to the

'I Commanding General, US Army Aviation Systems Command (AVSCOH). This
charter supersedes the ASE Product Manager Charter approved by the
Commanding General, US Army Materiel Com-and (.AMC), 27 April 1973.

"J 'It will be reviewed annually on its anniversary date by the Project
Manager to ensure currency and adequacy.

II. PISSION

The Project Manager is responsible for the project manage-
skent of Aircraft Survivability Equipment, consisting of protection
against infraredi radar, and optically guided and/or directed weapons
syste=s, in accordance with DOD Directive 5000.1, AR 1000.1, AR 70-17,

* AMCR 11-16 and other pertinent regulations. Program objectives are to
provide: self protection for the current Army aircraft fleet on themodern battlefield; contingency protection equipment and plans as
required; vulnerability analysis and development of survivability
techniques and equipment for aircraft Project, Product. and Weapon
System Managers; and a viable technical data base within the AHC
to interface with future aircraft develop=ent programs.

III. AUTHORITY AND RESPONSIBILITY

The Project .Manager will carry the full line authority of
the Cc~manding General, AMC, as delegated to the Cormanding General,
AVSCOM, for the centralized management of the ASE project and is
responsible for:

. A. Planning, directing and controlling the allocation and
utilization of all resources authorized for execution of the approved
project.

A-3. I
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B.Assuring the accomplishm~ent of developme7,t, in~itial
procurement, production, eistrihur ion, and integrated lcgistic support
to accoemplish project objectives.

C. Ach~iŽ-Oins the technical perfor~ance objectives of the
project c; s:. .~ an~d at t:;iý ! :--et ~-~:z ecoSt. s.st prara-

Erters t-bal- *:ý--------.u: ~censi-.r CISZ: CA ~ t1 an"'
ouniership. Trc l:~of =d:a~sc~ costing factors, inclUding

* ~those 'for eccno=Ic ec-aat4on, ýIall be a~an~

D. Aceovplishing, practical tradc-of is between sy:-tem
*capability, cost and schedule within the bands of perf-3rmance_ 0_: the

nateriel requiurem~ents documents. Trade-off decisivas will give full
consideration to the effect on system support effectwveness and
integrated logistics support resource elements.

E. Assuring that pl~nning is accomplished and t-it. except
as otherwise dir~cted * the execution of the project cunforms to the
plans, Including iz~lerzentaticon by the c :ganizations responsible for
the comple~.entary fuinitions of in~tegrated logistic suppcrt, product
assurance and operational testing, aud activatlirn or deplcyment of
the systems and related equipment.

* ~F. Assuring zppropriate utilization if the AM1C corporate
and comnodity laboratories as well as other Sovernament and private
6industrialA facilitiss in thie solution of pr--Ject rechnic..11 problems.
The Project Managz-r has cozplete freedom of selection of source of
technical sup-or-, ivithin the &ui-delines of DOD and DA Procurer~ent
policies zmi procedures.

C. Assurirng thzt all major decisicn are supported by a
comprehensive Decisioni Risk Analysis (DRA).

jH. Previding vail.:erability analysis and derelcping !ýuiviv-
ability techniques and equipmr-nt for the aircraft Project, Product,
and Weapor. Svstem_ M-anner:-_

1. Assuring !hat foreign sa~es cu5toners are not provided
information zndlor sensitive tr~chnolo~v nat suecifical'y approved
for releasa by the appropriate Army authorities and :included in. the
approved MN~ cascs. Engineering change prc-posals and product it.-
prove~ant prorrarns involvins ECMS eeviccz or other sensitive coz-
ponent.6 to rk-duce system coun term.eaýsure %-ulnerability are to be
specifically sa.pro-ued by t~he appropriate Army authorities prior
tv discdosue to or discussion with sforei&gn r--es customers.

Paraerapb VYl.I.. identifies offices and organizations within
A-z.j- w~Iich are r i1eto the ?rl atMnager for the execution
of03 specifical~y assinu pro~c -asks and other participating
orsani-ations -hI~zh suprpcrt the- Project aýrzpgr it% accordance with
DOD and DA dirt&ctives and reeulations.
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I. ASS IG%-D 3-YY RDThT 1PROJECTS AND TASZKS

The Project M~anager Is responsible for the following Army
RDTE projects and tasks:

*Elo-ent Code DA Project!Taek -Title

6.32.08.A IYSZSb22Aircraft Survivibility
Concepts

6.37.ll.A IS763?IMZ653 AEWSP Equipment

*6.42.09.A 1F764209DC-5204 *Aircraft Survivability
Equipment

6.47.ll.A !S764711D665 AEWSP System

V. - ASSIGNIM AIRUCRAFT PROCVPF!E'ZT *7 ARMY (APA ?ROGR-Av ELEMENTS

A. The Project !Manager, in coordination with the respzctive
aircraft m~anagers and A!-X raior subordirsate co~ands, is responsible
for the over-all zava~ezenr direction of the procureriwnt progre~s
related to the"'I'Mli:: cqv1AC=nts iAn Section IV above, including
product i~rovenment znd -;Miti31, production facillities as required.
Resources will be identifi~ed to the =-xfrur extent practicable under
the respective aircraft procurement ;rogram.

B. 'o0ordifnating other custommer pre-cureeýnts as required.
includinzg Foreign Hlicarr Sales and co-Prcdccrion, as applicable,
and f'r,- overseeing rhe pAnnminst and exzecuiUon fumcrioas of the
responsible N;ational Xaitezance Poin-t edNation-al wnentr
Control Point (NICP) with respect to the ASE pregrau.

C. Operat-9cr and Maintenance, (OXA) and Military Con-
* struction, Ar.iy- progren funds applic-abie te- airerxAtz. survivability

equipzezt.

D. Othier program ;.askls ur ite~s as ass1Ayned.

-Vi. cmcrzPERYOKýANCF t:RIVF

T'he Project Hanager is specifically responmsible for
i~~t ~establisti'nrz and =3-intaizngn a syste= for cz-tract--r pero.oz-r-nee

r,:st;rtrn-ezt !a the zo;eas c-a cost. srijedule, and tec--n~ca1 perftlrzance.
At part of his =an--t~eze.= of the project. hie urlj

A. Contin"allyi wnitor znd .z-nalyze the va:7!za~c& between
* - Etce azuxmt of '.;ork planned znid tb.tý accoeplisined; and betweren tbe

anomnt of work. accr-~plished and actual costs. Should the provisijons

-- - A-3. 3
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of DODI 7000.2 (Performance Measurement of Selected Acquisition) be
*oI become applicable to this program, data generated by this require-
ment and called for on the Contract Data Requirements List (DD Form
1423) wdill be used for contractor perfor-.-ance rneasurements. Other-
v ise, he will establish scme ether tec*.' es -hich will enable him
to perform as effectively as practicable the required variance
analvsfs. As :he result of his -nn:vsis ccntractor perfor-ance.
the Pro-cc; - -"ill d--tential or incipient proble=
areas •C: - .. :.fn= aei ernativcs, and depending upon
the authcr r'.r'- - :a-e or reco-end actions to over-
co=e the prc:5ems -.-iTnh - dv.erse effect upon the program.

B. Ensure that his project reets perforrance objectives
stated in requirements docu=ents. He will maintain continued

* - surveillance of technical characteristics to deternine and correct
substandard performance.

3VII. INTERFACE .0-D P-MRTICIPATiNG ORG-_Ni"%TIG'S

A. Interface Orzanizations:

1. Office of the Secretary of Defense

2. Office of the Joint Chiefs of Staff

3. Defense Intelligence Agency

4. Departr-ent of the Ar--y

* 5. Departnent of the a

6. Departent of tbe Air Force

7. US Marine Corps

S. Defen-se Supply Agency

S9. US Arzo- Forces Condard

-10. Defense Contractor Administration Services

* 11. Depar-.ent of Health, Education, and Welfare

12. US Energy Researci a-ad De-uelopment Agency

- 13. Department of Transportation

1:,. -S A%.y Security Agency

1- 5. v- Arty. Oerseas Cc-_arders

1-6•. NATa *nd other foregi. Governzents as ed.

A- 3.
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S. Participating Organizations:

1. US Army Aviation Systems Co=mand:

Provide administrative, AD?, cost analysis, logistical,
procure=ent, .- tntemnce, product assurance, distributicn, engl neering,
and :.csearch de-velopent suý?orz• c- the Project .Manager as
prescri'-cd by AMC and AVSCOM rerulations.

2. iS Am-y Training -d Doctrine Co--mand:

a. Participate in: progra- reviews; preparation, revision,
and update of develo-ent plan; development of training require=ents;

* Require=ents Control Boards; development of training device require-
- ments; operatiomal tests; guidance regarding changes to .-ateriel

developn•ent trade-of fs; and request for proposal (RFP) reviews in-
volving advanced deveiop-ent (QD), engineering developrent (ED), andA produclb-iity, engineering and planning (PEP) contracts.

b. Develop: deploynent doctrine, emplo-.ment concepts,
Field Manuals (FM), Basis of issue (301), Cost and Operational
Effectiveness .Analysis (COF-A), and Tables of Organization avd

S": Equip=ent (TOE).

c. Perform operator and m.intenance personnel training.

3. US Arrx Electronics Co-zma-d:

Provýde .uppor- in all f,-Inctional areas ia accordance
with =rovisions of the Joi.t R-,-sponsibllity Agreerent between the
Project .anaaer AS--- and USA .

* - 4. VS Army. Xissi]e Co.nnd:

* Provide required ASE functional support in accordance
with DA and AMC regulations, policies, and procedures.

"5. US Army Ar-.•aent Co•mand:

Design, fabrication, evaluation, and delivery of
associated ASE devices as required. and develop=ent, systen inte-
gration, acquisition, product assurance, and support for ASE as
required.

6. US Army Test and Evaluation Co---.and:

Conduct goverri-ental development tests deened necessary

by the Project 2Mrager, provide technical evaluation of all developzent
tests, prepare de. .eJ test plans as required, and assist and advise

A-3.5
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In preparation of development test requirements, methods and procedures

for other than governnertal testing.

7. AMC Laboratories, Agencies and Subordinate Activities:

Provide support witizin assigned nission areas as required

by A•C regulations.

8. US Amy Operational Test and Evaluation Agency:

Progra2 and conduct operational test and evaluation
of assigned project systems.

j , 9. US Amy Logistics Evaluation Agency:

l•a osParticipate in review of RDTE efforts for logistical
4 . •l~ cations and the adequacy of integrated logistic support planning.

• •10. US Army Yateriel Systems Analysis Activity:

a. Prepare the Independent Evaluation Plan, design the
necessary developzent tests, participate in the Test Integration
Working Group (TlNG) and conduct independent evaluations in accord-
ance with the Single Integrated Develcpment Test Policy.

b. Conduct weapon syjstems effectiveness studies and
trade-off analysis as tasked ty the Project Fanager through Director

" •of Plans and Analysis, Headquarters, AM.

11. Central DA MM'E Activity:

* Support the Project Manager to assure the cc=patib-ility
* of test, masurerent, end diagnostic equip-ent (ZDE) developrent

with the DA TIM)E n-naege.-ent progran and cancur in the procure.ent
S! an.! development of "l-)E (AR 750-43).

1 12.- US Amy Agency for Aviation Safety:

Ersure that adeq.ate consideration is given safety

throughout the life cycle of aviation survivability equipment.

13. Project Manager Training Devices:

Support trr design, develop=ent and fabrication of ASE
training aids and devices as required.

14. Aircraft ?roject/Product Managers:

Assist in developing survivability techniques and
equipc*nts.
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£ 15. Contractors:

Provide hardware research, development, and production
eff.orts as required by the Project Manager.

Vill. CO!~T'1C.ATION* CH.*4-.%ELS

A. Direct con-mnicat ion is authorized between all part-
icipants involved in icpieneararion of the approved project to assure
timaely and effective direction and interchange of information between
participants.

B. The Project Manager has a direct channel of commmication
to tL~e Chief of Staff and to the Secretary of the Army and the
Co~nding General, AMC, should any of the participating organizations
fall to respond to project requirements in any of the several manage-
ment areas.

4.

C. Prior to co=unicating with the Office of the Secretary
of the Army, Office of the Chief of Staff. or interface or partici-

* ~pating agencies not part, of DA, the Project Manager will in order
to ensure coordination and assistance apprise the DASC or appropriate
Army staff agency of the nature of the co==mication.

HK. RESMORCE rYo

A. Arqy- resources to accomnlfsh the above responsibilities
will be no:-directly to the Pr'iect Manager after administrative
processi~ng through Hie=Iquarters, AVC, and iieadquarzers, A-.SCD'. The

* Project Ikanager w~ill, in- turn, provide the neceszary =netary resources
to participating arganizat iens fcr suport prcvuided in accordance with
applicable regulations and policies. Other depart-_ntal resources
pertinent to assigned =-_ssions --ill be provided directly to the
Project Manager by Military Interdepartr~ental ?urchase Request (XIR).

B. The staff of the ?roject Vanager is the source of
personnel to -eriorm- manas=ent functions in the areas of personnel
and training mnnagenent, program =anager~ent * cost anaysi, procurement
and production., systens engineering, configuration =anage--nt, value
engineering, product assurance and- test, hun~n factors engineering,
producibility engineering and p-lanning, z-nd integrated logistics
support management.

C. The Project Manager is ref-ponsible for cosc control of
his project, and he is specific-a 3 y responsible to ensure that the
procure--eat co-st is nizlizied through cost control, change control,
contractual enforceeznt, and contractor wotivation. In the execution
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this responsibility he will -mintain continual surveillance of the
variance between planned cost of the work performed and actual cost

'A for that work to detect and control incipient cost growth, and he
will ensure that each contract change is analyzed for life cycle
cost 1n-act prior to execution.

X. LCCATIOPN .1-AD S-PORT

The Project Manager's Office is located at HQ, AVSCOM,
St. Louis, Missouri, %ith necessary facilities and administrative
support being provided by that organization. Field offices may be
created by the Project vaiiager as required without change o-- charter
with necessary facilities and administrative support being provided
by the co---nand/actvity -. where esta-blished.

4 . TRANSITION

A. Current plans call for the phase-out of the project in
•FY 85.

- B. Six months prior to phase-out, a transition plan willSbe negotiated with the US Ar.-y Aviation Systems Co----and, US Arn."

Electronics Cocand, ,.d US Amy Arrmaent Cormand to identify the
specific functional elements that will assure responsibility for support
of the distributed materiel and the appropriate raintenance support.

III. SPECIAL E=7E•2'TIS

* None

XIIl. SPECIAL DELE.GATIONS

None

A.~2 ti 16 DEC 1975/I
Mardi IL . .ff.at>nn

Secrt---Y of th~e Army

I'
I
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